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Memo 
 

To: Kevin Fergin, P.Eng. 
Reid's Heritage Homes 
Cambridge, Ontario 

From: Josiah Fogarty, P.Eng., CAHP 
Stantec Consulting Ltd. 
Ottawa, Ontario 

Project/File: 161414325 Date: May 18, 2023 
 

Reference: 161414325 – 331 Clair Rd E, Guelph – Structural Feasibility Review for Relocation of Stone 
House 

 

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

It is understood that the building located at 331 Clair Rd E in Guelph, Ontario is being investigated for provincial 
historical importance in accordance with Ontario Regulation 9/06 - Criteria for Determining Cultural Heritage 
Value or Interest, Under the Ontario Heritage Act. The property is in the planning stage to be developed into 
residential units, and thus impose on the current state of the building on the property. As part of the heritage 
value assessment, relocation of the structure is proposed as a means of historic preservation. 

To this end, the purpose of this memo is to present the high-level feasibility of relocating the residence 
structure. This memo will focus on the structural feasibility and is mainly concerned with the current condition 
and integrity of the buildings and what steps would need to be taken to pursue a relocation. Additionally, the 
memo will seek to provide additional information regarding the historic structural aspects of the structures for 
further use in the planning process.  

The property has been known to be vacant for many years, and has been boarded up to protect against 
vandals and squatters.  

 

BUILDING DESCRIPTION 

The building is a residential house which was constructed circa. 1850 as a farmstead. The main section of the 
building is one and a half stories with a small gabled roof dormer over the entrance on the principal façade 
(facing true north-west, and described as facing north). A one-storey summer kitchen is constructed on the 
back side of the main residence. The main house has a full basement over its entire footprint, while the summer 
kitchen appears to be built on-grade without a basement or crawl space. Given that the summer kitchen does 
not have a full basement to match the main house, it is believed that the summer kitchen is a later addition to 
the building. This however was not confirmed by primary records, and should be confirmed if relevant to the 
historic value of the house. 

The main house is a 40’ x 28’ rectangular footprint, with the summer kitchen being 18’ x 24’, making the entire 
depth of the house 52’. On the west side of the summer kitchen, there is a 6’ deep wooden covered porch. A 
drawing showing the approximate layout of the building is attached at the end of this memo. 
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Photo 1: Main House (Principal Elevation -North) Photo 2: East Elevation 
 

  
 

Photo 3: South Elevation (Summer Kitchen) Photo 4: West Elevation 

The entire structure is stone masonry with varying stone types used throughout with very high variability in 
colour. In general, all the stone appears to be variations of granite, likely sourced from the local fields of the 
area. The principal façade is a coursed ashlar-faced rubble stone wall, with dressed ashlar stones used for 
jambs, lintels, and quoins. Dressed stones appear to be limestone and are a more consistent quality and finish, 
it is expected that these stones were sourced from a single quarry and specifically used on the principal façade 
for their architectural value. It is common for rubble building in this period to source and finish higher quality 
stone for the principal face of the building. All other walls are uncoursed rubble granite of varying sizes.  

Foundation walls of the building are rubble stone and support a timber floor system. The timber first floor is 
made up of hewn timbers supported by interior timber posts. Modern lumber has been used to reinforce the 
structure using multi-ply beams running across the original hewn timber floor.  
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Photo 5: Typical Coursed Ashlar Wall with Dressed 
Jamb and Lintel 

Photo 6: Typical Un-coursed Rubble Wall with Ashlar 
Granite Quoins 

 

  
Figure 1: Typical Rubble Wall Figure 2: Ashlar Faced Rubble Wall 

The roof of the building could not be accessed however based on exterior and interior visuals; the roofs are 
expected to be regularly spaced timber rafters with collar ties at mid-height. The age and type of timber likely 
matches that of the floor assemblies visible from the basement. 

A wooden covered porch is attached on the east side of the summer kitchen and is supported on timber newel 
posts with concrete foundations. It is not believed that the portico is original to the building given the finish of the 
timbers used.  

   

     Photo 8: Summer Kitchen and Covered Porch Photo 9: Underside of Covered Porch 
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SITE INVESTIGATION AND METHODOLOGY 

On February 15th, 2023, Josiah Fogarty, P.Eng, CAHP from Stantec was on site from 9:00am to 2:00pm to 
complete a survey of the building structure and property as it related to possible relocation. At the time of the 
inspection, the weather was a mixture of sunny and overcast and approximately 5 °C. During the inspection, no 
tenants of the property were present within the house. Josiah was joined at the start of the inspection by Kevin 
Fergin from Reid’s Heritage Homes who provided access to the interior of the structure for the inspection.  

In additional to the inspection on February 15th, Mr. Fogarty was on-site the morning of February 14th, 2023, 
with Greg McCulloch of McCulloch Movers, a local building relocation contractor with extensive experience in 
the relocation of heritage structures. Mr. McCulloch provided insight on the practicalities of a possible 
relocation. These considerations are included in the following sections.  

The exterior of the house was visually inspected for general condition and structural integrity. Specific attention 
was given to locations which are critical for the loads which would be imposed by a relocation project. The 
stone foundation and above ground walls were reviewed for stone integrity, quality and completeness of mortar 
joints, presence of voids in the rubble, and possible conditions which may pose concerns for stability during 
relocation. 

Stones throughout the building were hammer-sounded to evaluate possible voids in the walls and the presence 
of loose stones. Sounding provides a tactile response to assist in determining the possible condition of the 
rubble within the wall. Mortar joints were reviewed using a knife and pick to locally remove and visually inspect 
the pointing mortar and the backing mortar. This process was also carried out for some basic conclusions to be 
drawn about the type and condition of the mortar used in the wall. Inspection of the structure was limited to a 
visual assessment with no destructive openings or material testing being completed to evaluate the structure. 

FINDINGS 

Stone throughout the building was found to be in fair to good condition with few signs of stress to the stones 
from loading, and no broken stones being observed. Commonly throughout the principal façade, the face of the 
ashlar stones has spalled up to 1” from the original surface of the stone. This is believed to be the result of the 
use of cementitious pointing mortars in the joints around the stones. The use of cementitious mortar in pointing, 
especially when mixed with original lime mortar inside the wall, creates a stiff and impermeable joint which will 
result in damage to the surrounding stone if the stone is not sufficiently strong to withstand the rigidity created. 

Tuck-pointing was present throughout the entire building, and particularly the principal face. The tuck-pointing 
has been completed using cement mortar and is not of particular high-quality, with significant smearing over the 
edges of the ashlar stones.  

  

Photo 10: Typical Ashlar with Spalled Face and 
Tuck-pointing 

Photo 11: Typical Ashlar with Spalled Face and 
Tuck-pointing 
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While spalling of the ashlar stone faces was common, it did not appear to have negatively affected the stone 
integrity. The ashlar all remained well positioned and were not loose when sounded, no broken stones were 
found spalling beyond the front 1” of the stone. While this condition can lead to major stone deterioration, and 
subsequent wall deterioration, it appears the stone in the building are of sufficient quality that the backing wall 
has not been adversely affected in a substantial way. The mortar remains well bonded to the stones, and 
although the arises have been smeared over, there is little sign of failure in the cementitious mortar. 

The rubble stone on the rest of the building was found to have moderately deteriorated mortar joints with areas 
of heavy deterioration. It appears that the deterioration is mostly located on faces which are exposed to driven 
rain and has resulted in a wash-out of the mortar joints. Rubble stone at both the south-west and south-east 
corner of the summer kitchen is severely cracked and showing signs of settlement. The core of the walls in 
these areas is exposed to water through the cracking, with some mortar joints fully washed out.  

  

Photo 12: Typical Condition of Rubble Wall Photo 13: Washed-out mortar and loose stones in 
Rubble Wall  

In locations with significant mortar wash-out, the lime mortar of the core was visible. It is not clear that the lime 
mortar observed is original to the building, however it appeared to be mostly lime and sand. The backing lime 
mortar was in fair condition, still bonded to the stone and with the lime binder not washed away. The extent of 
voids within the core of the wall was not possible to determine, however in all locations where the core was 
visible from the outside, there appears to be few voids between the core stones. 

The interior side of the foundation walls were inspected from the basement, and generally appeared to be in 
good condition. All joints were well mortared, without signs of cracking or de-bonding of the mortar.  

  
 

Photo 14: Typical Rubble Foundation Wall Photo 15: Typical Voids at Joist Ends 
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Four chimneys are present on the building, one stone on each the east and west walls of the main house, as 
well as one brick chimney at the shared wall between the main residence and the summer kitchen. One final 
brick chimney is located at the end of the summer kitchen on the south wall. From the interior there was no 
evidence of deterioration at the stone flues in the main house. The brick chimneys appear to be in poor 
condition with significant mortar loss in the brick joints.  

      

Photo 16: Summer Kitchen Brick Chimney Photo 17: View of House showing all four chimneys 

DISUCSSION AND RECCOMENDATIONS 

In general, the stone structure of the building appears to be in fair condition with locations of severe 
deterioration. Of critical importance to a relocation of a stone building is that the stones and mortar are in good 
enough condition that they can work together as a cohesive unit. In this way, the dynamic stresses of lifting and 
moving a building can be distributed throughout the masonry walls, rather than being focused on one area. To 
this end, the following local areas of deterioration are recommended to be addressed prior to any relocation 
project going forward: 

• Rubble wall joints throughout had minor cracking in the mortar and moderate washout. All such 
joints should be raked out and repointed to a depth of sound mortar in order to stabilize the stones. 
Approximately 25% of the rubble walls should be repaired before relocation.  

• The south-west and south-east-east corner of the summer kitchen should be locally rebuilt to 
stabilize the stone and provide stability for the rubble walls during the move.  

• Both brick chimneys are in poor condition and should be fully dismantled and rebuilt. If relocation 
occurs, it is recommended that they be dismantled before moving the building and rebuilt in the 
final location. Regardless of chimney condition, it is good practice to dismantle and rebuild chimneys 
for relocation as they are prone to collapse and damage while move.  

• The wooden porch is in very poor condition with suspect connection to the stone walls. The 
porch should be removed for relocation and reconstructed in the new location.  

The condition of the roof structure is also critical to the stability of the stone walls during relocation. The roof 
provides lateral support to the walls keeping them stable while moving. If the rafters or sheathing are not 
sufficient, then the stone walls will be allowed to spread out from the middle, and risk collapse. The roof 
structure should be locally exposed an inspected prior to relocation, and repair completed as needed to ensure 
the stability of the stone walls. As the roof is partially vaulted, the rafters will be prone to spreading at the top of 
the stone walls. Prior to any movement of the building, temporary ties should be installed at the base of the 
rafters to restrain the roof from spreading during relocation 

Relocation of the building could be completed as one unit without the need to remove the summer kitchen. The 
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construction of the summer kitchen appears to be quite integral to the rubble walls of the main house, and 
therefore separation for moving purposes is not required, however they two sections of the structure could be 
separate to accommodate a move if needed. The house should be lifted from under the timber floor with beams 
being inserted at any elevation at the top of the foundation walls. The superstructure would then be lifted from 
the timber floor up, leaving the existing rubble foundation in place.   

The summer kitchen was observed to have more advanced deterioration than the main house, with major 
cracking in the rubble masonry in the south-east and south-west corners. This cracking, while significant, is well 
within repairable ranges and as noted above would need to be repaired to ensure stability during relocation. 
Previous structural studys by MTE noted that the floor assembly of the summer kitchen is in poor condition with 
visible rot which may compromise the integrity of the summer kitchen during a move. Stantec was not able to 
inspect the wooden floor and therefore cannot further comment on the conclusions drawn by MTE regarding 
condition. The condition of the floor is an integral part of the relocation and therefore rot in the floor system can 
certainly affect the feasibility of relocating.   

However contrary to MTE’s conclusion, Stantec does not believe that the structural shape and layout of the 
summer kitchen inherently precludes it from being moved successfully. High-level discussions with a relocation 
contractor on site confirmed that the main building and summer kitchen could be moved together if desired.  

It is the opinion of this memo that the relocation of the structure located at 331 Clair Rd. E is structurally 
feasible given the recommendations noted above are undertaken. If relocation is to be pursued further, a 
contractor with experience in relocation of stone masonry buildings should be consulted to perform planning for 
the building stabilizing, raising, loading and moving. Detailed plans for all these stages should be developed in 
conjunction with a structural engineer as needed.  

LIMITATIONS AND CLOSURE 

This review was limited to a visual inspection of the building as detailed above. No openings were made in the 
walls or the roof structure to inspect the make-up / condition of the structure that was not exposed. No testing of 
the stone or mortar was completed to evaluate its strength of material properties, nor were any calculations 
completed to evaluate suitability for movement. 

This memo includes no review for feasibility of the relocation route or raising procedure. These items should be 
reviewed in conjunction with a relocation contractor if relocation is to be pursued further. 

We trust that this memo is sufficient for your purposes, if you have any questions or require clarification, please 
contact the undersigned. 

Regards, 

STANTEC CONSULTING LTD. 

Josiah Fogarty M.Eng., P.Eng., CAHP 

Structural Engineer  
Mobile: 613 769-7923 
josiah.fogarty@stantec.com 

2023-05-18

mailto:josiah.fogarty@stantec.com
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